Absfrocl-This paper discusses the safety assurance, capability features, and user-friendliness of Internet-based telerobotics, in the sense that how these teatures could he incorporated in order to enhance teleoperator performance. A comprehensive .set of safety features are incorporated to the interface to screen and accept only the safe commands from the remote operator while discarding risky commands. A laser pointer is used to help mmote operator in perceiving self-lofation and navigation, whereas orientation control has been completely automated and synchronized to the position commands of the teleoperator. The effectiveness ot these features has been demonstrated by playing telerobotic mini-golf.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet-based telerobotics is just about a decade old [l], yet by today, there are a wide range of devices being teleoperated on the Internet [2]. Telerobotics and teleoperations will be more appealing and applicable in the future particularly in space systems, hazardous tasks such as fire-fighting, warfront 0perations;and search and rescue operations, which have turned out to be the current needs of the world. Teleoperations that span long distances over transmission networks deal with substantially long time-delays, which could cause some of the high frequency signals to undergo positive feedback in the control loop. As a result, the control system could become unstable [31. Alternatively, move-and-wait technique [4] has been adapted for teleoperations k i t s very early development stages, h d still in the main stream of teleoperation techniques. Supervisory control [5] has been the most popular strategy for stable teleoperations in that the tasks are decomposed into simple subtasks, each of which can be planned and executed by a local controller.
Teleprogramming or model-based preplanning is another popular technique for stable real-world teleoperations [6]. This technique is appealing in static and structured work-sites, however, the actual telerobotic performance may be deteriorated due to modeling errors and system uncertainties. On the other hand, most real-world telerobotic applications such as Live power line maintenance [7] , the tasks to be performed cannot be pre-planned. Instead, the teleoperator has to constantly -. Fig.1 . and it has 5 DOF in R-R-R-R-P 0-7803-8232-3/04/$17.00 @ZOO4 IEEE configuration. The manipulator is attached with a golf-putter at its fifth joint. The first three joints can be controlled using following inverse kinematics in order to control the putter position in the work-site.
where L1, La and L3 are len ths of the first three links of the manipulator and c = &-Ll.
In this inverse kinematic formulation, (z, y, z ) refers to the tip of the third link, which is actually the teleoperator command whereas (e1, B2, 6'3) gives the corresponding joint configuration of the first three joints.
Control features of the system have been carefully devised to assure safe and precise motions of the telerobot, and also to realize greater manipulation capabilities while maintaining sufficient user-friendliness. These features are mostly automated and run synchronously with the remote operator commands so that the operator could concentrate only on the task at band.
B. Features for Safe and Precise Motions of the Telembot
Self-collision, joint limit violation, and collision with the environment are the major scenarios that that the telerobot should avoid encountering.
I ) Collision Avoidance:
Two types of collisions have been considered in the design; ground contact, and self-collision. a). Ground contact: The putter should not come in contact with the ground, whereas it should stay as close to,the ground as possible. Referring to Fid.l(b), a minimum clearance between putter and ground can be maintained by satisfying the condition
where Lputter, 5. and ~9r0"Rd--C0ntaCt are putter length, ground height, and specified safety clearance for ground contact. For each position command, safety constraint (2) should be satisfied, or the command is discarded. b). Self-collision : There is a self-collision possibility between fourth link and the second joint ( Fig.1) when the putter moves towards the origin of the work-site co-ordinate frame.
This possibility is illustrated in Fig.2 . Following condition could be used to make sure that the fourth link stays a safe distance away from the second joint. IS the half-width of fourth link, and 6se1f-co'1ision is the specified safety clearance for selfcollision. If this condition is not satisfied, the command is discarded.
2) Joint Limit Violution: Each operator command, once transformed into joint space by (I) should refer to joint positions within the limits as
Operator command is discarded if atleast 'one of the joint variables violates this condition.
3) A m Reacheabilify: The lengths of the first three links determine the maximum reacheability of the manipulator. The founh link is connected to the golf-putter and it always stays vertical without contributing to the arm stretch. Each position command of the teleoperator should satisfy the following condition
where greaeheability IS ' the safety margin for reacheability. On violation of this condition, the position command is discarded. ~~~~l l~, srenckeability should be specified high enough as it directly refers to the arm configuration that differentiates from fully-stretched arm singularity, which is an extremely dangerous scenario for the manipulator to encounter.
C. Features for User-frendliness and Greater Manipulation Capabilities
A user-friendly operator interface is required to allow the operator to almost solely concentrate on the task at hand. Human cognitive capabilities with visual feedback often fail to perceive the work-site geomeby. Therefore, much of the capabilities should be supplementary automated to the operator commands. where A refers to deflection form the initial joint position; (b). Hole-facing Putter: As fourth link stays always vertical, the fifth joint (prismatic) can be synchronized with the operator commands so that the puner always faces towards the golfhole wherever it moves on the x-y plane %-shown in Fig.3 Using According to @), a assumes a value between 0' and 360°, as the putter completes a clock-wise motion ( P I , PO, P2) as shown in Fig.3 . and undergoes a sudden change at the x-axis crossover point as shown in Fig.4 around 225 .and 680 time indices. Therefore, a in (8) cannot be directly used to actuate the fifth joint. Instead, O5 can be calculated as the difference accumulation of a as follows: Fig.4, O5 shows a smooth profile due to difference accumulation of a as described in (9) and (10).
2) Hole Singularity and Forbidden Zone: The synchronous motion of the fifth joint provides a great amount of userfriendliness. However, it results rapid motions when putter moves very close to the golf-hole. This phenomena is graphically illustrated in Fig.5 as putter moves along y=O.Ol straight line (lcm close to the golf-hole), in that rapid motions occur at 300 and 600 time indices. It has been observed that this rapid change could actually cause abnormal rotation of the fifth joint in terms of over speeding and loss of precession. Therefore, it is necessary to define a very small circular forbidden zone, which is concenvic with the golf-hole. Following condition assures that the putter always stays out of this forbidden zone
where rforbidden-ione is the radius of the forbidden zone.
Having sufficiently smaller assures that the manipulation capability is not significantly compromised in avoiding the forbidden zone. where is the rated putter speed, w6 is the rated angular speed of the fifth joint, w;+' = (0; -8$-')v;/d' is the angular speed of the fifth joint if the rate putter speed is assumed. Variable d' is the distance of the putter motion. The putter speed adjustment assures that the putter slows down just sufficiently when it is required to avoid over speeding of the fifth joint.
4) Beam Assisted Navigation (BAN):
A laser pointer is attached to the handle of the putter and is pointing vertically downward marking a bright point on the golf-court as shown in Fig. 6 . It helps the remote operator correctly perceive the putter position on the X-Y plane. It further helps to get rid of having multiple camera views.
5) Keyboard Interface:
Computer keyboard is configured to be used as the remote operator input device. Directional movements and distance of a step motion are assigned to the keys as shown in Fig.7 . These keys refer to the labeled physical directions in Fig.1 , and the layout is as follows:
3) T refers to +Y direction (In -into the screen) 4) 1 refers to -Y direction (Out ~ out of the screen) 5 ) "A" refers to +Z direction (Up -physical upward) 6) " Z refers to -Z direction (Dn -physical downward) 7) "1" sets step length to I[mm] 8) ' '2" sets step length to 3 [ m ] 9) "3" sets step length to 5 [ m ] The above directional keys are the same set of keys that most video games use. Every single directional move is associated with a specific length, which is set by the specified numeric keys.
Step length adjustment supplements a greater flexibility for the operator to adapt his interaction to the visual display. When network is fast, andor putter is not very close to the golf-hole a longer step lengths could be used without loosing continuous interactiom. On the other hand,, when network is slow, andor putter is close to the golf-hole, shorter step lengths could be used to maintain continuous interaction. Continuous interaction should be maintained so that the cognitive and predictive control capabilities of the human operator become a significant part of the system. On the contrary, if continuous interaction is lost. predictive control behavior of the operator ceases to exist, which results in a greater loss of performance. 
B. Results
and self-collision safety margin was set to 63e'f"o''1s*on --Average performance with synchronous putter orientation control and beam assistance (CV+SOC+BAN) is shown in Fig.  8 . Average putter motion profiles under different capabilities and features are shown in Fig.9 . The statistics of landing and These errors and skilled performance are tabulated in Table  II below Trial# .
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two eases: (a) without SOC and BAN, and (b) with SOC and BAN Accumulated scores for e m s and skills against trial number for SOC and BAN. The errors and skilled performances on the table are tagged with '+' and '-' signs in that '+' indicates a significant error or skill whereas '-' indicates a slight error or skill. Errors and skills in between these two levels are left untagged. Further, these error and skills were converted to numerical values according to following criterion. I) A slight ('-') error or skill = 1 point 2) A moderate error or skill = 2 points 3) A significant ('+') error or skill = 3 points
The accumulated scores for errors (El,E2,E3) and skills (PI,P2) are shown in Fig.10 .
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C. Discussion
system design could be used as a base template for developing more advanced telerobotic systems that require safety, capability, and user-friendliness. The immediate development of the present design would be incorporati?n of local force feedback and compliance, thereby to demonstrate its capability Figure 9 (a) and (b) clearly show the difficulty in putting without SOC capability, whereas in (c),(d),(e) putting has become significantly smoother. The best timing for landing landing time is 401sl and mean Duttine time is 161~1. These and putting is found on Table I under NE+SOC in that mean to canyou[ advanced tasks beyond telerobotic mini-golf.
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.. values refer to the absolute optimum performance, whereas approach this performance level. An increased landing time
